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A Word on the Presenter
u Clinical Neuropsychologist in private practice in Roslyn,

Dyslexia

Long Island.
u Specializations include:

What is it? How can we help?
DR. EDWARD M. PETROSKY

u

Neuropsychological Evaluations

u

Dyslexia, Dysgraphia, Dyscalculia, Nonverbal Learning
Disabilities, ADD/ADHD, behavioral and emotional concerns,
and others.

u

Staff In-service training
u

CLINICAL NEUROPSYCHOLOGIST
1025 NORTHERN BLVD., SUITE 305

Workshops to educational administrators, teachers, and other
school staff.

u Provide

ROSLYN, NY 11576

u

Answers

(718) 357-0444

u

Clarity

WWW.TOOLSFORSTUDENTS.INFO

u

Guidance

u Facebook page: “Dr. Edward M. Petrosky”
u www.toolsforstudents.info

100 people are in a room.
How many likely have a learning
disability?

15 to 20

According to the National Center for
Learning Disabilities, how many students
are receiving Special Education under the
Learning Disability classification?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

500,000
1 million
1.3 million
2.1 million
2.4 million

All things being equal, who is more
likely to be identified in school with
a learning disability?
u

2/3 of students identified with a learning disability
are male (National Center for Learning Disabilities).

u

DSM-5: Males are affected more frequently (2 – 3x)
and this cannot be attributed to bias, language,
race, or socio-economic status.

u

Gender differences in verbal abilities?

Students with the Learning Disability
classification make up almost half
(42%) of the students being served in
Special Education
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Historically, students with learning disabilities have
been at a higher risk for a range of negative
outcomes, such as dropping out of high school.
Although there is still much more work to be done,
fortunately, with increased awareness and
knowledge of what learning disabilities are and how
to teach people with them, people with learning
disabilities are changing the statistics of the past in
important respects. For example, according to the
National Center for Learning Disabilities, more people
with learning disabilities are enrolling in secondary
education than in the past and are now attending
postsecondary education at the same rate as the
general population.

Learning Disability: Legal Definition
uA

disorder in one or more of the basic
psychological processes involved in
understanding or using language, spoken
or written, which manifests itself in an
imperfect ability to listen, think, speak,
read, write, spell, or do mathematical
calculations.

Learning Disability
u Difficulty

…in other words...

Dyslexia

processing certain kinds of
information in a way that interferes with
reading, writing, math, or other academic
tasks.
u Like a “pocket” of weakness.
u People with learning disabilities learn
differently.
u Many famous people have a learning
disability – Google it!

Facts about Reading Disabilities

u

A type of learning disability

u

u

Involves difficulty acquiring and using the
symbols of language

Prevalence: 5 – 10% of the population (how
many people have it)

u

Most common type of learning disability

u

Affects primarily decoding, fluency, and/or
spelling .

u

Indirectly affects
u

reading comprehension – you can’t know what the
text means if you can’t read it to begin with.

u

math

u

u

80% of individuals who have a learning disability have
a reading learning disability

Co-morbidity (the degree to which two disorders
co-occur)
u

Dyslexia and Dyscalculia (math disability): ~40%
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Family History / Genetics
u

u

Risk Factors for Dyslexia
u

Children who have:
u

A parent with dyslexia have about 25% - 66% (1/4 to
2/3) chance of developing dyslexia.

u

A child who has a siblings who has dyslexia has a 40%
chance of developing dyslexia.

u
u
u

Genes account for 80% of cases of dyslexia
u

u

One way genes cause dyslexia is by disturbing “neural
migration” – the ways brain cells travel and organize
themselves during the fetus’s brain development.

u
u
u

Family history
Smoking and alcohol consumption during
pregnancy
History of frequent ear infections / excessive
fluid in the ears / tubes
Tics (one study if had tics about 20 – 30%
chance had reading difficulty and vice versa)
History of motor coordination difficulty
Being adopted
Poor facial recognition
Left-handed

Orthographic Code

But what exactly is
dyslexia and what
causes it?

Orthographic Coding

u

Representation of written words
in memory.

u

What the person knows about
the word.
u

How the word sounds when it is
spoken.

u

How the word looks when it is
written (i.e. it’s spelling).

u

Word’s meaning.

Orthographic Coding
u

u

The brain forming or making the code.

u

Connecting these different types of
information.

u

To create an orthographic code of a word, the
brain must pull together different types of
information – sight (spelling), sound, and
meaning.

In order read and write, the orthographic code
(sound, spelling, and meaning of the word) must
be:
u

Encoded or imprinted in to memory

u

Retained or ”saved”

u

Retrieved or recalled
u Must be able to activate this “code” and keep it “online” or

in one’s awareness in order to “do” things with the word, such
as spell it.
u For example, to spell a word like it sounds, one must recall the

sounds of the word and keep the sounds in one’s awareness
while one is spelling.
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Example: “Fortune”
u

The orthographic code for the word “fortune,” includes the fact that
the word ends in the sound /chun/ and that, in this word, the letters
“t-u-n-e” are used to represent that sound.

u

To be able to decode or spell the word correctly, one must have
formed this orthographic code in the first place, retained it, and have
been able to retrieve it.

u

Otherwise, for example, when encountering the printed word
“fortune” one might decode it “for – toon” or, when attempting to
spell it, one might spell it “forchun.”
To read and spell, one must have knowledge of the sounds and sight
(i.e. the letters or visual representation of the word) associated with
that word.

u

Different forms and manifestations
of dyslexia based on where the
point of break down is

Orthographic Coding
u

An impairment in any one or more of the above
processes can cause dyslexia (except when the
“meaning” part is impaired, which is a different
condition).

Dyslexia means the person has trouble
in one or more of the following:
u

Processing
u Sound
u Visual information

Important Preface

Visual Information
Processing

With the discovery and emphasis of the role of
phonological processing in dyslexia in recent years, it is
not uncommon for those in the field of education and
learning disabilities to go so far as to argue that poor
phonological processing is the only cause of dyslexia
(e.g. “We used to think dyslexia was caused by poor
visual perception, but we now know it’s caused by poor
phonological processing.”). This is analogous to saying
we used to think that factories cause pollution, but we
now know it’s really cars that cause pollution.
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u

u

u

u

Educational and neuropsychological research,
especially brain imaging studies, continue to
indicate that both phonological and visual
processing systems are necessary for reading and
an impairment in either or both can lead to dyslexia
(as one e.g. see alexia example above).

Dyslexia means the person has trouble
in one or more of the following:
u

Processing
u Sound

There are many studies showing dyslexia to be
related to visual processing deficits just as there are
many studies showing dyslexia to be related to
phonological processing impairments.
Makes conceptual sense as well, as it is not logical
to argue that a dysfunction involving processing
visual stimuli (i.e. printed text) cannot have anything
to do with visual processing.
The complexity of reading and the brain also argue
against a singular explanation of reading and
dyslexia.

u Visual information

u

Memory
u Encoding or imprinting in to memory, retaining, and retrieving the sound

and sights (i.e. letters) of the word.

Phonological Processing
Trouble with the
“sound” part

Phonological Processing
u

Phonemes are the meaningful sound units out of which words are built.

u

Phonological processing involves the brain’s ability to process
phonemes. Including the ability to:
u Isolate specific sounds in words (e.g. being able to hear that /c/ is the first sound in

the spoken word “cat”)
u Blend sounds (e.g. being able to combine the /b/ and /l/ in the word “bloom”)
u Segment words into their constitute sounds (e.g. being able to identify that the

word “cap” can be broken down into sounds /c/ - /a/ - /p/)
u Mentally manipulate sounds (e.g. realizing that if one deletes the /l/ from “clap”

the new word would be “cap”).

u The

brain’s ability to process sound or
“slice and dice” sound

Phonological Processing
u

Necessary for sound part of the
orthographic code and a
weakness in phonological
processing can therefore cause
dyslexia.

u

For example, to learn that the
letter “b” says /b/, the letter “a”
says /a/, and the letter “t” says /t/,
one must first be able to “stretch”
spoken words and isolate and
identify the individual sounds the
comprise spoken words, such as
that the first sound in “bat” is /b/.
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Examples of
Phonological Processing Errors
u

As the student is attempting to sound out words, the
sounds of the word get lost, altered, or mis-sequenced
along the way.

u

“responsibly” read as “res – pon – ily,” (/s/ and /b/
towards the end of the word omitted).

u

“print” read as:
/p/…/r/../pr/.../i/.../n/../t/.../int/.../pre/...pret...pret.“ (/e/
gets changed to an /i/ and /n/ gets lost along the way).

u

impress spelled as “inpriss” (/m/ confused for an /n/ and
a short /e/ confused for a short /i/.

Risk Factors for Dyslexia
u Family

history
and alcohol consumption during pregnancy
u History of frequent ear infections / excessive fluid in
the ears / tubes
u Smoking

u History

of motor coordination difficulty
adopted
u Poor facial recognition
u Left handed or ambidextrous: a small increase in risk
(right-shift theory of handedness)
u Being

Risk Factors for Dyslexia
u Family

history
and alcohol consumption during pregnancy
u History of frequent ear infections / excessive fluid in
the ears / tubes
u Smoking

Interventions

u History

of motor coordination difficulty
adopted
u Poor facial recognition
u Left handed or ambidextrous: a small increase in risk
(right-shift theory of handedness)
u Being

Evidence-Based Multi-sensory
Reading Instruction
u

Orton-Gillingham Instruction (OGI)

u

OGI based programs (programs people created based
on the principles of OGI)
u The Wilson Reading Program

u An

approach, not a program

u Preventing

Academic Failure (PAF)
(Specialized Program Individualizing Reading
Excellence)
u Lindamood-Bell Seeing Stars
u S.P.I.R.E.

The specific interventions
and techniques I present
below are all examples
from the above
programs / approaches.

u Others
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Phonologically based dyslexia (no
surprise), emphasis is on:
u

Helping the student to accurately represent all
the phonemes of words, including reducing the
frequency with which s/he confuses similar
phonemes or adds or omits phonemes when
decoding or spelling.

Phonologically Based Interventions
u

Phonologically Based Interventions
u

Say multi-syllabic words and have the student count how
many sounds are in the word. Then, show her in print the
word that was spoken and have her touch the appropriate
letter for each sound.

u

Have the student look at printed words and identify which
letter is making the vowel sound.

u

Lay out pairs of words with letter magnets, including nonwords. Use pairs of words that differ only by one sound (e.g.
bot / but; lut / lat, etc.). Ask the student to identify which
sound in the words is different, which words contains which
sounds, and where in the word the different sound is. Have
him practice saying each word.

Phonologically Based Interventions

Have the student look at printed words and identify and
segment the word (such as by separating words constructed
from physical letters or index cards with letters on them) into:

u

u
u sounds

(e.g. separating “cat” into “c…a…t”)

u syllables

u prefix

(e.g. separating “under” into “un…der”)

– base word – suffix (e.g. separating “careful” into “care…ful”).

Have The student say the sounds of words while looking
in a mirror, pointing out to her how her lips and tongue
look and feel differently when making different sounds.
Make use of read by analogy techniques. These refer to
helping The student recognize familiar letter – sound
relationships in unfamiliar words. For example, if he
learned how to read the word “taking” but did not know
how to read the word “making,” one could have the
student decode “making” by identifying the letters and
sounds that are the same and different between the two
words and extrapolate from “taking” to decode
“making.”

Visual Processing: Spatial Orientation
Trouble with the “sight” part of the
code

u

Ability to determine the correct direction (e.g. right vs. left,
up vs. down) and order of information (e.g. the sequence
of letters in words).

u

Dysfunction in the area of spatial orientation causes errors
such as letter reversals (e.g. confusing b’s and d’s),
transpositions (i.e. switching the order of letters in a word)

u

Spatial orientation errors essentially reflect instances in
which the brain “misinforms” one as to the correct
direction or sequence of information.

u

Reversals and transpositions are developmentally normal,
until the age of about 7 years.
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Visual Processing: Spatial Orientation

u A deficit in spatial orientation interferes with

the “visual part” of the orthographic code

Reversals and transpositions cannot be dismissed as
merely being a consequence of poor phonological
processing for multiple reasons, including both those
that were mentioned earlier as well as the fact that:
u There are many individuals who produce age-inappropriate, elevated numbers

of reversals and transpositions who prove to have good phonological
processing on testing.
u Certain transpositions show that it was the visual sequence of letters that got

confused, not the sound of the word, such as when silent letters are transposed.
u

In addition, individuals who have poor spatial
orientation have difficulty navigating direction
through space in general, including in ways that
have nothing to do with reading, spelling, or
processing sound, such as:
u

Confusing right and left (e.g. which shoes to put on, which
direction to walk in, etc.).

u

Conceptual reversals
u

Say “up” when meant to say “down,” “dinner” when meant to
say “breakfast,” etc.

E.g. A child who knows “h” says /h/ and who spells “what” as “hwat.” One cannot
say that the child confused the sequence of the sounds of the word because the
“h” is silent. One cannot say that poor phonological processing interfered with the
child’s ability to attach the correct sound to the letter, because the child
demonstrates in other words knowing the “h” says /h/.

8 x 3 = 28
u When counting by 8’s, one “goes 2 lower” than the number in the

one’s column to get to the next number.
u 8x1=8
u two less than eight is six and thus
u 8 x 2 = 16
u two less than six is four and thus
u 8 x 3 = 24
u two less than four is two and thus
u 8 x 4 = 32.

8 x 3 = 28 A conceptual reversal in which the student “went the wrong way” and
moved two units over instead of two units under it (i.e. the implicit thought process was
essentially along the lines of: 8 x 2 = 16, 6 plus 2 = 8, therefore, 8 x 3 = 28, whereas it
should have been 8 x 2 = 16, 6 minus 2 = 4, therefore, 8 x 3 = 24).

Interventions
u Ensure the child is processing the letter sequence correctly. A child

can’t be expected to identify and correctly decode a closed
syllable, for example, if s/he thinks it is an open syllable because of a
transposition (e.g. reading “son” as “sno.”).
u The traditional “bed” type of interventions.
u Emphasis on sequence of high frequency letter strings as discussed

Visual Processing: Visual Memory

in subsequent sections.
u

E.g. mnemonics, such as, learning the letter group –ould via the
mnemonic, “Oh you lucky ducky.”

u Providing extra and explicit instruction on the spatial properties of

math problems (e.g. which direction to travel in when solving
number problems).
u Minimizing “left-right” verbiage in giving directions – “go to the flag,”

“go to the door side,” etc.
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Visual Memory

Visual Memory Based Errors

Necessary for irregular phonics patterns - when the sound
doesn’t tell you which letters.

u Irregular

u

There is nothing in the sound of the word ”light” that tells you
there is a “g” and “h” in the word.

u

u

Different letters can be used to represent the same sound.

u

u /lee/

can be spelled with

u -ley
u -ly
u

u Is

(valley)

(comfortably)

-lee (glee)

phonics patterns, such as

u Reading

“motion” as “mo – tee – on.”

Spelling errors
u Phonetically
uSpelling

accurate

“light” as “lite”

u Not

phonetically accurate but approximate the
irregularity – the student knows its spelled irregularly but
is not quite sure how.

it, medley, medly, or medlee? Visual memory tells you.

Visual memory errors
u 4th

grade girl

u IQ

= 124

u Decoding

and comprehension >= 5th
grade level

Phonetically
accurate misspelling.
Why? Why am I not
saying she omitted
the /ver/?
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Knows that both the letters “so”
and “sow” are used to represent
the sound, but does not recall
which is used in this word

Phonetically
accurate – that is
how we say it. We
don’t usually say /ev/
+ /ver/ + /ree/

Dyslexia can affect only spelling
(i.e. dyslexia with intact decoding)

“I know there’s a
silent ‘c’ in there,
I’m just not sure
where.”

u

Although most people with dyslexia have an impairment
in decoding, dyslexia can also manifest as impaired
spelling in the presence of average decoding skills.

u

Berninger et al. (2015): “Although dyslexia is often thought
to be a reading problem, the persisting problem is
spelling.”

Emphasis on strengthening the visual part
of the code
u

Lindamood Bell Seeing Stars – includes a focus on
strengthening the visual part of the orthographic code.

u

Take into consideration that often the student’s
decoding and spelling errors are not the result of the
student not “hearing” the sounds of the word correctly
(e.g. tapping out sounds for this student may not be
appropriate).

u

Focus on improving the student’s ability to remember
what words “look like.”

u

Focus on improving the student’s ability to decode
“exception words,” since these place the highest
demand on visual memory.

Interventions
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Emphasis on strengthening the visual part of
the code
u

u

Focus on rules that explain when letters make different sounds. For example,
the letter “g” makes the /g/ as in the word “go” but often makes a /j/ sound
when it is followed by the letters “e” (e.g. gentlemen), “i” (e.g. ginger), or
“y” (e.g. allergy).
Use multi-sensory techniques to help the student compensate for his/her
weak visual memory, such as skywriting. Saying the letter / letter
combination while writing it in the air incorporates auditory, visual, and
kinesthetic senses, because the child can hear (auditory) what s/he is
saying, see (visual) the motion his/her arms are making, and feel
(kinesthetic) the motion his/her arms are making while air writing the letter.

Emphasis on strengthening the visual part of
the code
u

Focus on teaching the student to memorize and recognize common
morphemes and other high frequency letter strings.
u ist = person
u est = a superlative
u Clue that
u It is dentist not dentest
u It is swiftest not swiftist

Emphasis on strengthening the visual part
of the code
u

Emphasis on having the student spell dictated words containing
target letter sequences.

u

Use spoken (auditory) mnemonics to help Student recall letter
sequences. An example would be learning the letter group –ould
via the mnemonic, “Oh you lucky ducky.”

u

Make use of read by analogy techniques to promote Student’s
ability to recognize commonly occurring letter strings.

Breakdown at the point of association:
Rapid Automatized Naming (RAN)

Other Systems Involving Visual Processing

RAN: Where sight meets sound,
where we give words to what we
see.
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RAN

Rapid Automatized Naming (RAN)
u

u

u

How quickly one can retrieve specific verbal labels for
objects. Literally, it is how quickly one can name things,
such as how fast one could name all the objects in one’s
office (e.g. “table, pencil, lamp,” etc.).
Pre-requisite skill for reading fluency because it enables
the reader to read via sight words without having to slow
down to phonetically sound them out.
This is because sight word reading involves the brain
“naming” the printed word, that is, saying what the
printed word is “called” (e.g. upon seeing the letters
“o – c – c – u – r” on the page being able to quickly
recall that the word for that letter combination is
“occur”).

Beware: Poor reading fluency
can slide under the radar,
particularly when this is the
only aspect of reading that is
impaired (i.e. the student can
identify words as well as his or
her peers, just does so much
more slowly).

u 100

is exactly mid average, average range = 85 115
u Verbal IQ = 91
u Nonverbal IQ = 96
u WIAT-3
u Word

Reading = 98 / 45th percentile

u Pseudoword
u Spelling
u Oral

Decoding = 100 / 50th percentile

u

A weakness in RAN is associated with difficulty identifying
whole words on sight.

u

Therefore, the words have to be phonetically decoded,
slowing down decoding and being one cause of poor
reading fluency.

u

Causes slow deliberate reading

Case Study
u

16 year old girl

u

11th grade

u

Gen Ed. class in a Private School

Interventions for Poor RAN
u

Rapid naming exercises

u

Repeated reading

u

Great Leaps program

u

Word charts

u

Guided reading with support

= 98 / 45th percentile

Reading Fluency = 69 / 2nd percentile

u Oral

Reading Rate = 72 / 3rd percentile
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Bottom Left Side of the Brain

Another Visual Processing System

A.K.A. LEFT FUSIFORM GYRUS

Left bottom (left fusiform gyrus)
u

The more fine discriminations
you make within in a category,
the more space gets devoted
to that category in this area of
the brain.

Left bottom (left fusiform gyrus)
u

Classifies or sub-divides words into parts.

u

Performs a visual analysis on word fragments larger
than letters, that is, it helps us recognize different
letter strings.

u

Helps us recognize the “parts” of words, such as
prefixes, suffixes, roots, and other letter strings

u

Studies of brain injury have shown that damage to
the Visual Word Form Area can cause alexia – an
inability to recognize words – in people who were
previously intact readers.

R

inverted
in

à

Also contains a Visual Word Form Area (VWFA)

u Fish à Trout à Inland Trout à Brook Trout

à
à

u

L

The act of classification is a type of sub-dividing or grouping
things into smaller parts.

vert ed
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Left bottom (left fusiform gyrus)
u

Helps us syllabicate by helping us recognize
morphemes and other high frequency letter strings

u

Morpheme is the smallest meaningful unit of
language

u

u

Prefixes (e.g. “un”)

u

Suffixes (e.g. “ing”)

u

Root words that can stand on their own as a word or can
be used as building blocks for other words (e.g. “hall”
which is a word by itself and can be used as part of words
such as “hallway.”)

L

R

Errors that suggest this type of
dysfunction

L

R

u Not

recognizing which letters go together as a
group, parts of words do not “pop” out at the
person. Thus reader does not know where to
divide the word.

Other high frequency letter strings / word parts that
are not morphemes, such as diagraphs.

krait
u How many people have seen this

word?

krait
u How many people have seen this

word?
u A type of poisonous snake

krait
u How would your pronounce it?

krait
u Notice how, even though you’ve

never seen the word, you recognize
the parts
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krait

krait

u Consonant blend

krait
u If you did not recognize these parts,

you might pronounce it:
u/kray/

+ /it/

u Vowel digraph

Errors that suggest this type of
dysfunction
u

Not recognizing which letters go together as a group, parts of
words do not “pop” out at the person. Thus reader does not
know where to divide the word.

u

Causes syllabication errors, in which the word is divided at an
odd place

u

Errors with regard to other high frequency letter strings / word
parts that are not morphemes, such as diagraphs

u manipulate read as manipulate à /many/ + /pulla/ + /tee/

u gain read as /ga/ + /in/

Risk Factors for Dyslexia
u Family

Incidentally…

history
and alcohol consumption during pregnancy
u History of frequent ear infections / excessive fluid in
the ears / tubes
u Smoking

u History

of motor coordination difficulty
adopted
u Poor facial recognition
u Left handed or ambidextrous: a small increase in risk
(right-shift theory of handedness)
u Being
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Left bottom (left fusiform gyrus)
u Helps

us ”categorize” and hence recognize
faces (e.g. “That’s Ken and that’s Chuck.”).
u A deficit in this ability is known as
prosopagnosia – an impairment in the ability
to recognize faces.
u For this reason, poor facial recognition is a risk
factor for a certain type of dyslexia since, if
the person has difficulty doing one thing that a
given area of the brain does, s/he may have
trouble doing other things that part of the
brain does.

Interventions: Emphasis on…
u Syllabication
u Exercises

in which the Student spells words one syllable at
a time. Begin with words s/he knows how to read and
spell. "How many syllables are in the word party?" Two:
___ ___. Spell the word one syllable at a time: par-ty

u Helping

the student recognize morphemes and
other high frequency letter strings.
u Exercises

in which the student performs word sorts based
on a target morpheme (e.g. sorting words based on
common suffixes, such as –ing, –ed, –ly words, etc.).

Interventions: Emphasis on…
u

Do exercises in which the student has to identify target letter strings
(e.g. consonant blends, suffixes, such as ing, etc.) by scanning a
photocopied article of a topic of interest and having her color in the
above with a felt tip pen.

u

When the student does not recognize a word, try covering parts of
the word to see if he knows a part of the word, such as the root, a
prefix, or a suffix. After he has identified the part, uncover other parts
of the word and prompt him to integrate them. For example, if the
student knows the word “special” but becomes stuck on the word
“especially,” cover the “e” and “ly” to get him to identify the root
“special.” Then uncover the “e,” have him decode it to arrive at “eh
– special.” Then prompt him to decode the “ly” and put all three
parts together into “especially.”

Thank you very much!
Any questions?
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